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Abstract— Robust estimation of correspondences between im-
age pixels is an important problem in robotics, with applications
in tracking, mapping, and recognition of objects, environments,
and other agents. Correspondence estimation has long been the
domain of hand-engineered features, but more recently deep
learning techniques have provided powerful tools for learning
features from raw data. The drawback of the latter approach
is that a vast amount of (labelled, typically) training data is
required for learning. This paper advocates a new approach to
learning visual descriptors for dense correspondence estimation
in which we harness the power of a strong 3D generative model
to automatically label correspondences in RGB-D video data. A
fully-convolutional network is trained using a contrastive loss
to produce viewpoint- and lighting-invariant descriptors. As a
proof of concept, we collected two datasets: the first depicts
the upper torso and head of the same person in widely varied
settings, and the second depicts an office as seen on multiple
days with objects re-arranged within. Our datasets focus on
re-visitation of the same objects and environments, and we
show that by training the CNN only from local tracking data,
our learned visual descriptor generalizes towards identifying
non-labelled correspondences across videos. We furthermore
show that our approach to descriptor learning can be used
to achieve state-of-the-art single-frame localization results on
the MSR 7-scenes dataset without using any labels identifying
correspondences between separate videos of the same scenes at
training time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots operating in dynamic environments with humans

present will depend on solutions to a plethora of perception

problems, such as simultaneous localization and mapping

(SLAM) with loop closure detection, object recognition

and tracking, and human body tracking. Solutions to these

problems, in turn, depend on solving the correspondence

problem in one form or another, allowing robots to relate

their live visual observations to previous observations or

to a known model. Sparse features such as SIFT [14] can

be helpful for localization of a camera or tracking of an

object in six degrees of freedom, so long as there is suffi-

cient texture. However, when localizing in a poorly textured

scene or tracking a possibly deforming model with many

degrees of freedom (e.g. a mesh model of a person), dense

correspondences can be crucial for resolving ambiguities or

locking down degrees of freedom. While manually-designed

heuristics, such as computing histograms of local gradients,

lead to strong sparse descriptors, it is not at all obvious how
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Fig. 1: A visualization of the data provided by DynamicFusion.
The line shows the trajectory of a point on the densely tracked
model, with the roughly left-to-right dimension representing time.
Note that the trajectory crosses the same part of the forehead in all
four example frames shown.

one might engineer a powerful dense descriptor, especially

given the paucity of information in small, local patches

located far from high-frequency features. We therefore are

interested in learning dense descriptors that take a large

amount of context into account.

Recent trends in machine learning have shown that deep

neural networks can be used to learn strong features for

various tasks given a sufficient amount of training data. Work

on deep networks in the machine learning and computer

vision communities tends to focus on learning models with

strong generalization performance within classes of objects,

such that from a number of labelled images of a particular

class the network can learn to recognize when novel images

depict new instances of the class [12]. In this work, however,

we will focus on generalization performance at an instance

level. In other words, we want to enable a robot to learn

to recognize novel views of an object or environment that it

has seen before. This level of generalization can be extremely

useful for many robotics applications, such as initializing a

model-based human body tracking system or loop closure

detection and relocalization in a known environment. Fur-

thermore, as long as it is inexpensive to get training data, the

set of visual concepts the robot knows about can be easily

expanded.

In order to get cheap training data, we turn to state-

of-the-art dense mapping and tracking methods such as

KinectFusion ([17]), for rigid scenes, or DynamicFusion

([18]), for non-rigidly deforming scenes. These techniques

rely only on very basic assumptions and are designed to build

models from scratch using only a raw RGB-D sequence. The

resulting dense models are tracked through the video and can

therefore be used to identify a set of dense correspondences

without any human intervention. While one could train a

neural network to regress from pixels to coordinates of the

automatically-constructed models, this leads to a problem if
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there are multiple videos of the same object or environment,

since each map is in a coordinate system that is local

to the video in which it is constructed. Registering these

local models into a global coordinate frame would require a

solution to the correspondence problem, which is what we

are trying to solve. While alignment of rigid scenes in six

degrees of freedom is fairly straightforward, it is much more

complicated when objects move between visitations, and

alignment of non-rigidly deforming models is an even more

challenging problem. We are therefore interested in learning

methods that operate on local labellings of the variety that

can be produced automatically.

In order to use only local labellings to learn a descriptor

that can be used as a global similarity measure, we can

only make use of relative labels (i.e. labels identifying

relationships between pixel observations rather than absolute

properties of single pixels). We therefore adopt the con-

trastive loss of Hadsell et al. [8], which uses a label for every

pair of inputs identifying whether the inputs are from same

class or not to learn a latent representation with the property

that instances of the same class are clustered and separated

from instances of other classes. We extend this idea to dense

and continuous labellings, and consider pixels with the same

local model coordinates as tracked by a generative model to

be of the same ‘class,’ and consider all other image pairs

from the same video to be of different ‘classes.’ By using

only relative labellings, we can learn from multiple videos of

the same instance simultaneously without needing to align

the models. The only question that remains is whether the

network will learn a model that is consistent across the

videos, such that correspondences between the models can

be subsequently identified using the learned descriptor, or

whether the network will learn a separate descriptor space for

each video, as both are valid solutions under the contrastive

loss when image pairs are only selected from within the same

video.

We show, in a somewhat surprising result, that if a network

is trained using a contrastive loss on many automatically-

labelled videos of the same instance (object or environment),

the resulting descriptor is to a large degree consistent across

videos and can be used to identify dense correspondences

in novel images. Apparently, the variability in viewpoint,

lighting and deformation (in the case of the human data) in

each local video sequence is enough to teach a network to be

invariant to these factors. We have tested our approach on two

datasets we collected ourselves which focus on re-visitations

of the same model, in one case a human head and torso and

in the other an office. These are challenging datasets that

include large variations in clothing and background for the

former, and different lighting conditions and arrangements

of objects for the latter (see example frames in Fig. 2).

We also test on a publicly available set of videos of seven

different strictly rigid scenes and show that we can train a

single network that can be used for state-of-the-art camera

localization in held-out test videos of the same seven scenes.

We believe our approach is highly relevant in the robotics

domain as it allows robots to gather their own training

data and learn to better understand their local environment

without requiring any human input.

II. RELATED WORK

There exists a large body of work on hand-engineered

image descriptors, e.g. [1, 14]. For brevity, we here focus on

learning descriptors, which has received significant attention

in the computer vision community.

Much of the related work on learning for dense corre-

spondence estimation has taken advantage of absolute labels.

For example, Taylor et al. [24], Shotton et al. [19], and

Brachmann et al. [2] train random decision forests to assign

a corresponding coordinate on a known model to every pixel

in an image. Semantic segmentation networks, such as those

by Long et al. [13] and Hariharan et al. [10], produce dense

classifications of image pixels, but also require dense class

labels for training. Because of the absolute nature of the

labels used by all of these systems, they tend to rely on

manual labelling for training, which severely limits the size

of dataset that can be collected at reasonable expense. We,

on the other hand, are able to generate our own labelled data

at almost no cost.

Other prior work has investigated the use of relative labels

amongst data points. Chopra et al. [3] use a contrastive loss

to train a convolutional neural network to recognize whether

two images of human faces are images of the same person or

not. More recently, Wohlhart and Lepetit [29] use pairwise

labels to learn an embedding that encodes the relative pose

of a known object, and show that the resulting embedding

can be used for relative object pose estimation. However,

their approach is at an object level, requiring the object

to be centered in the image, and does not produce dense

representations. Wang and Gupta [27] track patches through

YouTube videos and use a triplet loss to train a network

to produce feature representations of two patches from the

same track that are nearer to each other than they are to

a third patch not on the track. They also demonstrate the

promise of relative labels, but the granularity of their tracking

approach is not nearly as fine as one can achieve with a

strong geometric model-based tracking system. Furthermore,

because they have such a vast source of training data, they

do not focus on re-visitation, so we do not know if their

learned features would be able to identify re-visitations in

the training data. Similar approaches to ours have been used

(e.g. by Zbontar and LeCun [31], Choy et al. [4], and Gadot

and Wolf [7]) to identify dense correspondences in images

Fig. 2: Example frames from both datasets. Note the viewpoint,
lighting and pose variation.



Fig. 3: An example image pair as used for training our networks.
For each sampled pixel location from the left image, we apply
the contrastive loss at the corresponding pixel location in the
right image (green) and at randomly selected non-corresponding
locations (red).

for the purpose of estimating optical flow. However, given

the task at hand, these works focus on much shorter-range

correspondences than we are capable of identifying with our

learned descriptors.

Previous work, such as that of Simonyan et al. [21], Simo-

Serra et al. [20], Zagoruyko and Komodakis [30], and Han

et al. [9], also make use of relative labels as given by a

generative model, in this case Phototourism reconstructions

of landmarks [22]. While fine-grained, the images in these

datasets are already known to be discriminative given their

use as keypoints in Phototourism, and furthermore the full

set of relations between patches is given, meaning applying

their method requires global alignment of all known patches.

Tompson et al. [25] track a human hand using a generative

model, and use the resulting poses to train a CNN to detect

2D locations of keypoints on the hand. This approach also

requires global alignment, in this case to a known kinematic

hand model. Zeng et al. [32] also makes use of a generative

model based on dense fusion to provide automated labelling,

computing descriptors on 3D fused geometry fragments at

sparse 3D keypoints. They also consider multiple visitations

to the same environment and also test on the same seven

scenes, but they make use of the known alignment between

videos of the dataset to label all pairs, whereas we use only

labellings within a single video.

Existing SLAM systems that utilize feature descriptors

have traditionally used hand-engineered features, such as

ORB-SLAM [16], FabMap [5], and BundleFusion [6]. A

notable exception is ElasticFusion [28], which uses random

ferns. These approaches demonstrate how robust correspon-

dence detection can be used to great effect in SLAM systems,

and are orthogonal to our work, as our feature learning

approach could be used to estimate correspondences instead.

Suenderhauf et al. [23] use AlexNet features pre-trained on

ImageNet for visual place recognition. As we will show,

we are able to learn features that are more robust and

discriminative than AlexNet features on known objects and

environments that have been seen before. Lowry et al.

[15] provide a useful overview of visual place recognition,

the challenges involved, and the important to robotics of

identifying correspondences.

III. METHODOLOGY

To formalize the problem, we are interested in learning

a non-linear function f(x) : RW×H×3 → R
W×H×D which

maps W×H color images to a dense descriptor, representing

each pixel with a vector of length D. We would like the

descriptor encode the identity of the point that projects onto

the pixel. Ideally, the representation would be invariant to

lighting, viewpoint, deformation, and all other variables other

than the identity of surface that generated the observation. If

we are able to successfully learn such a descriptor, we can

use a simple distance metric such as L2 distance to identify

dense correspondences between pixels in two images.

A. Convolutional Neural Network Architecture

We use a convolutional neural network to learn our

non-linear function. In order to make the computation of

our dense representations efficient, we adopt the Fully-

Convolutional Network architecture of Long et al. [13],

which yields strong results for the related task of dense

semantic segmentation. This architecture uses deconvolu-

tional layers applied to spatially-pooled feature maps in order

to produce an output feature map with the same spatial

resolution as the input. The only modification we make to

the FCN is to the output dimensionality.

B. Training Data

Our approach is designed for a specific training regime,

formalized as follows. Assume we have a collection of V

videos, where each video vi = {(I0,M0), ..., (IJ ,MJ)} is a

set of J frames, where for each frame j we have an image

Ij and a corresponding model vertex map Mj which gives a

mapping from image pixels in Ij to video-specific model

coordinates. These coordinates are provided automatically

by a SLAM system that constructs the model and tracks

it throughout the video. The trajectory of a particular model

vertex through a video is visualized in Fig. 1. While we have

many videos of the same instances, the coordinate system

defined by the vertex maps Mj ∈ vi are not consistent

with the coordinate systems given by vertex maps M ′

j ∈ v′i
for vi 6= v′i. For example, given a video of a person,

DynamicFusion can map all appearances of the tip of the

person’s nose to a particular model vertex, but in a different

video of the same person the tip of the nose will be assigned

a different coordinate depending on their initial pose.

Because we only have model coordinates in local frames

of reference, we cannot regress to a single canonical surface

representation as in Taylor et al. [24] or learn to recognize

Fig. 4: An illustration of our problem formulation in two dimen-
sions. At left is the traditional classification task in which a number
of observations are given along with class labels (encoded by color).
The goal is then to learn the boundary between classes. At right
there are no labels, but there are connections indicating shared
identity between observations. Given a dense enough sampling of
observations, the separation should still be learnable.



a set of canonical keypoints as in [25]. We thus take the

approach of Hadsell et al. [8] and use pairwise labellings of

images, which in our case indicate whether or not two pixels

are projections of the same model point from the same video.

Given our function f for computing descriptors, we define a

pixel-level contrastive loss as

L(Ia, Ib, ua, ub,Ma,Mb) =
{

D(Ia, Ib, ua, ub)
2 Ma(u) = Mb(u)

max(0,M −D(Ia, Ib, ua, ub))
2 otherwise

,

(1)

where M is a margin (set to 0.5 in our experiments) and

D(Ia, Ib, ua, ub) is a distance metric between the descriptor

of image Ia at pixel ua and the descriptor of image Ib at

pixel ub as defined by

D(Ia, Ib, ua, ub) = ||f(Ia)(ua)− f(Ib)(ub)||2 , (2)

where f(I)(u) denotes using a pixel value u ∈ R
2 to

compute a descriptor vector in R
D via bilinear interpolation

of the dense descriptor f(I).
In practice, we compute dense descriptors for images

at VGA resolution, such that each image has hundreds of

thousands of descriptors. Thus, considering all the pairwise

matchings between two images would lead to tens of billions

of evaluations of the contrastive loss function. Instead of

considering all possible pairs, we sample locations at which

to apply the contrastive loss. We first choose up to 5,000

pixel locations ua uniformly at random from the set of pixels

that have a correspondence in Ib. For each sample from Ia,

we apply the loss function to the pair formed by ua and the

corrsponding pixel from Ib (first case of equation (1)), and

then to 100 pairs formed by ua and non-corresponding pixel

locations chosen uniformly at random (see Fig. 3). The loss

for all positive pairs is divided by the number of matches,

and likewise for all negative pairs such that the loss is not

biased by the larger number of negatives.

Our networks were trained from scratch using the popular

caffe software [11], with a modified contrastive loss layer

that takes as input two images, two vertex maps, and samples

point pairs, computing the loss defined in equation (1). Dur-

ing backpropagation, the loss of each sampled pair is added

to the appropriate location in a dense gradient map, such

that the losses of all samples propagate backwards through

the network simultaneously. Unless otherwise specified, our

networks are trained with D = 32.

IV. RESULTS

To illustrate our framework, we first present qualitative

results on a dataset of videos of a person modeled in different

settings and lighting conditions. We then present quantitative

comparisons between our learned descriptors and existing

descriptors on a benchmark dataset and on our novel datasets

generated with KinectFusion and DynamicFusion. Finally,

we demonstrate that our learned descriptors can be used

to initialize a deformable mesh model of a person wear-

ing different clothes and under drastic changes in lighting

conditions.

Fig. 5: A visualization of our features trained on the human dataset
with output in R

3. In both of the repeated sets of three columns, the
left column shows frames from various videos, the middle column
shows the normalized output of the dense correspondence network
for these frames, and the right column shows descriptor values
from all frames in the video fused onto the DynamicFusion model.
Images above the line are from videos used in training, and images
below the line are from held-out test videos. Note that the network
uses a very similar mapping for all rows despite having no training
signal across videos, and that the mapping generalizes well to novel
videos. See the supplementary material for the full listing.

A. Qualitative Result

For qualitative evaluation purposes, we trained a network

with D = 3 on the human dataset, which consists of 62

videos of the same person in different locations and wearing

different clothing. Because the network output is in R
3, it

can be visualized by simply mapping the descriptors directly

to the RGB color cube. In Fig. 5, we show frames from the

videos, network output for these frames, and the average

network output fused onto the model surface.

Recall that we only apply the loss function to pairs of

images for which the correspondences are known, which

requires that the two images in the pair must come from

the same video. Therefore, the network was never given

any information regarding the relationship between pixels

in separate videos. Somewhat remarkably, the network has

learned a descriptor which, for the most part, maps points

consistently across videos. This result is entirely data-driven;

a similar mapping in which the network produced different

mappings for each video would have had equal loss under

our formulation in section III-A. However, the network has

apparently learned that it can most easily learn to simultane-

ously minimize the loss function for patches selected from

each individual video by using a shared representation.

We illustrate why we think this works in Fig. 4. Essen-

tially, we rely on the fact that patches sampled from a model

point trajectory will inevitably come near in the ambient

space to a patch from another trajectory that tracked the

same model point in another video. By chaining together a

number of such convergences, the underlying structure starts

to emerge even without a full labelling. This requires a large

number of trajectories, but our results seem to indicate that

it does not require an unreasonably large number, especially

if the data can be collected autonomously.
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Fig. 6: Quantitative results for the human dataset (above) and the office dataset (below). In each row, from left to right, is the ranking
of the ground truth correspondence on training data, the same ranking on held-out test data, and some example test cases with the query
image at left and the target image at right. Note the extremely challenging variations across videos. The number associated with the SIFT
results indicates the scale at which the SIFT features were evaluated. While the larger scale gave better performance, it also resulted in
much slower evaluation.

B. Quantitative Results

1) SIFT Baseline: To quantify our results, we first com-

pare our learned features against a dense SIFT representation

on the task of finding the point in a target image that

corresponds to a given point in a source image for our

human and office datasets. While we have labels within

each video of our datasets, we do not have any labels

spanning video boundaries. To evaluate our descriptors, we

therefore manually labelled pairs of corresponding points

from different videos. We consider two settings, one in which

the labelled pairs come from the training videos, such that

the network has seen the images before but has never been

told what the correspondences are, and one in which the pairs

come from held-out videos that the network had never seen

before.

Given the labelled pairs, we extract the descriptor value

for the source point in the source image, and compute a

dense descriptor for the target image. We then determine

the number of pixels in the target image that are closer

in descriptor space to the source point than the manually-

labelled corresponding point. The results are plotted in Fig.

6. On both datasets, using our descriptor allows us to identify

more correspondences with less false positives than when

using a dense SIFT descriptor. We also compare against a

dense descriptor formed by computing AlexNet FC6 features

using a sliding window, showing that by training on domain-

specific data with a fine-grained loss function, we far outper-

form a feature descriptor trained on ImageNet with a coarse

loss function.

2) MSR 7-Scenes: The MSR 7-Scenes dataset by Shotton

et al. [19] consists of multiple RGB-D videos of seven

different rigid scenes, divided into a standard training and

test set, with at least one training video and one testing video

per scene. The number of videos per scene varies between

2 and 12. There is also a TSDF model for each scene and a

camera pose for every frame of every video which is in the

global frame of reference of the TSDF model.

Valentin et al. [26] showed state-of-the-art results on the

task of estimating the camera pose for all frames in the held-

out test videos, using a random forest that was trained to

regress the global model vertex coordinate that projects on

each pixel. Their random forest maintained at each leaf node

a probability density function in R
3 encoding the uncertainty

over model coordinates. They evaluate the forest at sparse

locations selected randomly from the image and optimize

the pose using RANSAC.

TABLE I: Percent of MSR 7-Scenes Test Frames Localized

within 5 cm and 5 degrees of Ground Truth

Scene Sparse RGB [19] Valentin et al. [26] Our Method

Chess 70.7% 99.4% 97.75%
Fire 49.9% 94.6% 96.55%

Heads 67.6% 95.9% 99.8%

Office 36.6% 97.0% 97.2%

Pumpkin 21.3% 85.1% 81.4%
Kitchen 29.8% 89.3% 93.4%

Stairs 9.2% 63.4% 77.7%

Average 40.7% 89.5% 92.0%

For comparison, we first train a network using the proce-

dure described in section III, where we ignore the alignment

between videos that is given implicitly by the fact that the



camera poses are in a global frame. In other words, we only

sample pairs from the same video such that if the camera

poses in each video underwent an affine transformation, our

results would be unaffected (the same is not true for [26]).

We then compute a dense descriptor for every frame of

the training videos and compute the mean descriptor values

onto which a densely sampled set of points on the model

surface project (analogous to the right column of Fig. 5).

Finally, to estimate poses in the model frame of reference,

we adopt the same RANSAC algorithm as used in [19], with

a few modifications. In order to reason about uncertainty

over model vertex correspondences, as Valentin et al. [26]

did, we compute for each pixel sample the set of all model

vertices with a mean descriptor value within a fixed distance

of the pixel descriptor. Then, when deciding which pose

samples to pre-empt, we compute the observed 3D point in

camera coordinates at each pixel sample by back-projecting

the depth, transforming the point into the model frame of

reference using each pose sample, and consider for that pose

sample only the closest model point out of the set of possible

correspondences. This closest point is also used in the pose

refinement step. Because we have such rich information from

each pixel sample, we are able to use only 100 pixel samples

per RANSAC iteration. We use 1024 initial pose samples as

in [19], and a slightly smaller inlier threshold of 5 cm. For

more details on the RANSAC procedure, see Algorithm 1 in

[19].

The results can be seen in Table I. Despite the fact that

our network was only given labels describing relationships

between points in images from the same video, it learned

a descriptor that was consistent enough to localize against

novel views of the same scene at a level of performance

that is near or beyond the previous state-of-the-art, which

was trained to regress directly to model vertex coordinates.

Furthermore, Valentin et al. [26] train a separate model for

each of the seven scenes, whereas we use the same network

for all scenes. While we did have to use the registered

model to fuse descriptors across the training sequences, this

was only so as to get adequate coverage of the model to

be able to do global localization. We could have computed

mean descriptors for each video separately and then localized

against the partial, local models as we will do with the human

models in section IV-C.

A descriptor in R
32 is more difficult to visualize then a

descriptor in R
3, but we make an attempt in Fig. 7 with

a parallel coordinate chart, plotting each point as a line

crossing 32 parallel coordinate axes, each representing one

dimension of the descriptor. We arbitrarily chose three points

from the ‘office’ model and plot all of their descriptors

on all sequences for this scene (including test sequences).

The descriptors for each point are clustered, but also well

separated from each other (note that linear separability on

one axis is a sufficient, but not necessary, condition for linear

separability in 32 dimensions). We purposely chose points

that do not coincide with strong visual features, showing

our model’s ability to use context to disambiguate points in

texture-poor image regions.

Fig. 7: At left, three points in an image from the ‘office’ scene
in the 7-scenes dataset are highlighted. At right, all of the 32-
dimensional descriptors for these three points in all videos (includ-
ing test videos) of the office scene is shown on a parallel coordinate
chart, with the colors of the lines corresponding to colors of the
points.

C. Application to Deformable Model Relocalization

Our approach can also be used to train networks that are

useful for relocalizing the pose of deformable models. Recall

that the reason why we cannot use cross-video training pairs

is that we have no way to automatically align models con-

structed from separate videos. We use our trained descriptors

to provide just such a mapping by extending the RANSAC

approach of Shotton et al. [19] to non-rigid pose estimation.

The nonrigid poses we estimate are parameterized using

the deformation graph described in [18], which consist of

a hiearchy of nodes which each have a canonical location

and a six degree of freedom transform from the canonical

frame to the observed target frame. These nodes then define

a continuous deformation field via interpolation which can

be used to warp the mesh model.

Whereas mean descriptor values in the previous section

were computed at randomly sampled model vertices, we now

compute mean descriptor values for each deformation graph

node at the base level of the hierarchy. We again start with

1024 samples initialized by chosing three image points at

random, computing the closest model points, and initializing

the rigid pose of the model using the Kabsch algorithm.

Because there are also background pixels in this setting, we

immediately pre-empt any initial pose with a mean point-to-

point error above 20 cm as these samples are highly likely

to result from the selection of at least one background point.

We than continue as in Algorithm 1 of [19], but with the

rigid pose refinement in line 12 replaced by a non-linear

pose refinement. This is done via two iterations of the Gauss-

Newton algorithm to minimize

E(θ) = λEARAP (θ) +
1

|I|

∑

i∈I

||xi −mi(θ)||
2

2
, (3)

where EARAP is the as-rigid-as-possible regularization term

(c.f. Equation 8 in [18]), I is the set of inlier indices for

the pose being optimized, xi is the ith 3D observation, and

mi(θ) is the 3D location of the estimated corresponding

model point mi given pose θ. Finally, we minimized the

full DynamicFusion objective function starting from the final

nonrigid pose estimate given by RANSAC. Examples of the

result can be seen in Fig. 8 and in the accompanying video.

Because DynamicFusion is designed to track locally from

one frame to the next, and because we have no idea where

to expect to find the model in an entirely separate video,

it is essentially coincidental if initializing with the identity

transform happens to land within the basin of convergence.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8: Each row represents an attempt to localize a DynamicFusion model built from one video in another video, with and without our
learned descriptor. (a) The first frame of the source video used to construct the 3D model. (b) A target frame from a separate sequence
for which we would like to estimate the pose of the model. (c) The model built in the source video projected onto the target video,
transferred via the identity transform. (d) The result of optimizing the DynamicFusion error starting from the identity transform pose
shown in (c). (e) The initialization provided by running the RANSAC procedure described in section IV-C. (f) The result of optimizing
the DynamicFusion error starting at the pose shown in (e). It is remarkable that alignment is possible using the learned descriptor despite
the changes in clothing, lighting, and pose, and despite the fact the network was trained with no cross-video training signal. The first four
rows are taken from videos used for training, but the last row shows a model built from a held-out test video being relocalized in another
held-out test video, indicating a potential application of our system to real-time relocalization from live input. See the supplementary
material for more results.

However, the RANSAC procedure requires no initialization,

and our network has learned features that are fine-grained

and discriminative enough to robustly estimate a nonrigid

pose initialization that is within the basin of convergence of

the local DynamicFusion objective.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work introduced a paradigm that enables robots to

learn visual features in a fully self-supervised way. The

key idea is to leverage dense mapping techniques such

as KinectFusion and DynamicFusion to provide labels for

which pixels in a video sequence are projections of the

same surface location in a model of an object, person, or

environment. These within-video correspondences are used

to train a CNN that computes dense visual descriptors that

can be used to discriminate between different points on

a model surface but are invariant to pose, viewpoint and

lighting conditions. Importantly, we show that the learned

descriptors are consistent across multiple videos of the same

person, or environment, enabling our framework to learn

data associations across a wide range of conditions. We

validated our approach by showing that the learned de-

scriptors outperform a hand-engineered feature at estimating

correspondences, and by showing that learning a descriptor

using only relative labels on subsets of a publicly available

dataset can outperform a technique that made use of absolute,

spatially-aligned labels across the entire training set on a

camera relocalization task. We furthermore show with the

human dataset that our learned descriptor is robust enough

to be used to accurately relocalize the high-dimensional pose

of a deformable model. We did not need to hand-engineer our

features, label any data manually, or do any manual template

modelling.

We believe that utilizing robust generative models such

as KinectFusion or DynamicFusion, that require minimal

training (or none at all) to generate training data is an

extremely promising way forward for robot vision. By taking

advantage of the strong mapping techniques already at our

disposal, we can automatically extract a training signal from

raw video data. As we have shown, such automatically-

labelled local structure is sufficient to train deep network

models that provide descriptors for robust data association.

The descriptors learned through our framework have imme-

diate applications in various important problems in robotics,

including simultaneous localization and mapping with loop

closure detection, object recognition and tracking, and hu-



man body tracking. An iteratively-applied version of this

framework could ultimately enable a robot to continuously

improve its feature representations, thereby automatically

becoming more and more robust in mapping, recognizing,

and tracking its environment and the objects and people

therein. Other promising directions for future work include

learning descriptors for depth data, full integration into a

SLAM system, and learning to detect maximally robust

image patches, which would lead to automatically learning

more efficient, sparse descriptors.
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